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What is RDA?
RDA is an international member based organization focused on the 
development of infrastructure and community activities that reduce 
barriers to data sharing and exchange, and the acceleration of data 
driven innovation worldwide.

With more than 7,500 members globally representing 137 countries, 
RDA includes researchers, scientists and data science professionals 
working in multiple disciplines, domains and thematic fields and from 
different types of organisations across the globe. 

RDA is building the social and technical bridges that enable open sharing of 
data to achieve its vision of researchers and innovators openly sharing data 

across technologies, disciplines, and countries to address the grand challenges 
of society.
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Vision
Researchers and innovators openly 
share data across technologies, 
disciplines, and countries to address 
the grand challenges of society. 

Mission
RDA builds the social and technical 
bridges that enable open sharing of 
data.
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THE RESEARCH DATA 
ALLIANCE

www.rd-alliance.org

building the social and technical bridges
that enable open sharing of data

28 FLAGSHIP 
OUTPUTS

of  which 4 ICT 
Technical 

Specifications

75 ADOPTION 
CASES

across multiple 
disciplines, 

organisations & 
countries

95 GROUPS WORKING ON 
GLOBAL DATA 

INTEROPERABILITY CHALLENGES

of which 33 WORKING GROUPS 
& 61 INTEREST GROUPS

7,558 INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 
FROM 137 COUNTRIES

67,5% Academia & Research
14,1% Public Administration
11% Enterprise & Industry

48 ORGANISATIONAL MEMBERS & 
8 AFFILIATE MEMBERS



What does RDA do?
Members come together through self-formed, volunteer, focussed Working 

Groups, exploratory Interest Groups to exchange knowledge, share 
discoveries, discuss barriers and potential solutions, explore and define 

policies and test as well as harmonise standards to enhance and facilitate 
global data sharing & re-use.

RDA members collaborate together across the globe to tackle numerous 
infrastructure & data sharing challenges related to:

vReproducibility
vData preservation
vBest practices for domain 

repositories
vLegal interoperability

vData citation
vData type registries
vMetadata
vand so many more!
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RDA Working & Interest 
Groups

Working Groups
◦ develop and 

implement data 
infrastructure, e.g. 
tools, policy, practices 
& products that are 
adopted and used by 
projects, organizations, 
and communities

◦ TIMING: 12-18 
MONTHS

◦ TOTAL: 32 Working
Groups

https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups WWW.RD-ALLIANCE.ORG
@RESDATALL

Interest Groups
◦ focus on solving a specific data 

sharing problem and identifying 
what kind of infrastructure 
needs to be built. 

◦ TIMING: as long as group is 
active

◦ TOTAL:  61 Interest Groups

OUTPUT: Possibly case statements 
for new WGs, guidelines, 
communication

WWW.RD-ALLIANCE.ORG
@RESDATALL
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RDA 
Recommendations are 
the flagship outputs of 
RDA. They are RDA’s 
equivalent of the 
“specs” or “standards” 
that other 
organisations create 
and endorse. 

25 flagship recommendations  & outputs with over 75 cases of 
adoption in different domains, organisations and countries
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RDA members come from 137 different countries

RDA Geographical Distribution



Regional Engagement

As the RDA community rapidly grows, strong 
partnerships with its Regional members are 
crucial to its success as an international 
organisation.  

Regional Engagement Task Force to define 
complementary and mutually-beneficial 
relationship between RDA and its Regions.

November 2018 (Gaborone @ IDW2018 & 
RDA 12th Plenary meeting) presentation of 
RDA regional engagement strategy & 
partnership agreement outline.
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Definition of an RDA 
region

a “national level” 
geographic entity or 

consortium of “national-
level” entities, and is 

intended to be broadly 
representative. 

RDA will not decide the level on which 
Regions should be formed. It is for 
individual countries or consortia to 
define what model best suits their 
context and culture. 
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RDA Europe 4.0
• Becoming a core element in the EU Open 

Science Strategy; 
• Providing the skilled, voluntary resources

from the EU investment to address DSM 
issues;

• Facilitating cross-disciplinary & multi-
disciplinary research; 

• Building, strengthening, and consolidating
an RDA global community;

• Contributing to global interoperable data 
infrastructure;

• Democratising access to funding
opportunities in data infrastructures & 
interoperability through a cascading grant
mechanism

• Driving the process of RDA ICT Technical 
Specifications in Europe;

• Developing a sustainable path for the RDA in 
Europe

- 5 beneficiaries
- 9 third parties acting as national
nodes
- 181,9 PMs
- 27 months: March ‘18 – May ‘20
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Apply to an RDA open call for 
individuals/organisations

10/01/2019 www.rd-alliance.org - @resdatall

751,000 € 
dedicated to 

cascading grants

https://grants.rd
-alliance.org/



https://rd-alliance.org/plenaries/rda-thirteenth-plenary-meeting-philadelphia-us
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RDA’s 13th Plenary Meeting
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

2- 4 April 2019



RDA value proposition
for industry

11:30 - 11:40 Fabrizio Gagliardi, BSC 
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Data management 
policies for industry

and SMEs

11:40 - 11:50 
Paolo Budroni, University of Vienna, 

member of the Regional Engagement 
Discussion Group
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Dynamic Data 
Citation: A 

requirement also in 
industrial settings

11:50 – 12:00 
Andreas Rauber, Vienna University of Technology 

and chair of the Data Citation WG
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Motivation
Data-driven decision making requires traceability, reproducibility
Thus, data used in analysis needs to be kept accessible
Identifying the data used seems trivial:

1. Select data for analysis 

2. Put it in data repository 

3. Assign identifier (DOI, Ark, URI, …)

4. Make (and keep) it accessible

5. Refer to it in analysis report / dashboard / …

So where are the challenges?

§ Dynamics

§ Granularity
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Identifiable datasets usually have to be static

◦ Fixed set of data, no changes:

no corrections of errors, no new data being added

But: data is dynamic
◦ Adding new data, correcting errors, enhancing data quality, …

◦ Changes sometimes highly dynamic, at irregular intervals

Current approaches

◦ Identifying entire data stream, without any versioning

◦ Using “accessed at” date

◦ “Artificial” versioning by identifying batches of data (e.g. annual), 

aggregating changes into releases (time-delayed!)

◦

◦

Would like to identify precisely the data as it existed at any specific point in time

Identification of Dynamic Data
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Granularity of Subsets
What about the granularity of data to be identified?

◦ Massive collections of data in any repository, data warehouse, … 

◦ Analysts use specific subsets of data

◦ Need to precisely identify the subset used

Current approaches

◦ Storing a copy of subset as used in study -> scalability

◦ Citing entire dataset, providing textual description of subset
(methods section) -> imprecise (ambiguity)

◦ Storing list of record identifiers in subset -> scalability, 
not for arbitrary subsets (e.g. when not entire record selected) 

Would like to be able to identify precisely the 
subset of (dynamic) data used in a process



Data Citation – Requirements
§ Allow analysts to easily identify the data used 
§ Dynamic data, for any type of data

◦ corrections, additions, … for relational DBs, XML, files, …

§ Arbitrary subsets of data (granularity)

◦ rows/columns, time sequences, area on image, … 

◦ from single number to the entire set 

§ Stable across technology changes

◦ e.g. migration to new database system

§ Machine-actionable 

◦ not just machine-readable, 
definitely not just human-readable and interpretable

§ Scalable to very large / highly dynamic datasets

◦ But: should also work for small and/or static datasets!
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Dynamic Data Citation
We have: Data + Means-of-access
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Dynamic Data Citation
We have: Data + Means-of-access

Dynamic Data Citation: 
Cite (dynamic) data dynamically via query! 
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Dynamic Data Citation
We have: Data + Means-of-access

Dynamic Data Citation: 
Cite (dynamic) data dynamically via query! 

Steps:
1. Data à versioned (history, with time-stamps)
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Dynamic Data Citation
We have: Data + Means-of-access

Dynamic Data Citation: 
Cite (dynamic) data dynamically via query! 

Steps:

1. Data à versioned (history, with time-stamps)

Researcher creates working-set via some interface:

2. Access à store & assign persistent identifier to “QUERY”, plus
-Time-stamping for re-execution against versioned DB
-Re-writing for normalization, unique-sort, mapping to history
-Hashing result-set: verifying identity/correctness 

(plus a few more things) leading to landing page



Data Citation – Output

§ 14 Recommendations
grouped into 4 phases:
- Preparing data and query store
- Persistently identifying specific data sets
- Resolving PIDs
- Upon modifications to the data infrastructure

§ 2-page flyer
https://rd-alliance.org/recommendations-working-
group-data-citation-revision-oct-20-2015.html

§ More detailed report: Bulletin of IEEE TCDL, 
12(1), 2016
http://www.ieee-tcdl.org/Bulletin/v12n1/papers/IEEE-TCDL-
DC-2016_paper_1.pdf

https://rd-alliance.org/recommendations-working-group-data-citation-revision-oct-20-2015.html
http://www.ieee-tcdl.org/Bulletin/v12n1/papers/IEEE-TCDL-DC-2016_paper_1.pdf


§ Series of Webinars presenting implementations
◦ Recordings, slides, supporting papers

https://www.rd-alliance.org/group/data-citation-wg/ webconference/webconference-data-
citation-wg.html

◦ Implementing of the RDA Data Citation Recommendations by the 
Climate Change Centre Austria (CCCA) for a repository of 
NetCDF files

◦ Implementing the RDA Data Citation Recommendations for 
Long-Tail Research Data / CSV files

◦ Implementing the RDA Data Citation Recommendations in the 
Distributed Infrastructure of the Virtual and Atomic Molecular Data 
Center (VAMDC) 

◦ Implementation of Dynamic Data Citation at the 
Vermont Monitoring Cooperative

◦ Adoption of the RDA Data Citation of Evolving Data Recommendation to 
Electronic Health Records

Pilots / Adopters

https://www.rd-alliance.org/group/data-citation-wg/webconference/webconference-data-citation-wg.html


§ Precisely identify any arbitrary subset of data
§ Principles applicable to all types of data

§ Straightforward to implement in most settings
(frequently core building blocks already implemented)

§ Effort required: it depends (pilots: 5-8 PM)

§ Optimizations for high-volume / very dynamic data possible

§ Transparent to the analyst / data scientist

§ Reduces documentation effort for analysts / data scientist

§ Reduces data management complexity for data centre

§ Increases traceability of results,transparency in decision making

§ Trust in data-driven processes

Summary - Advantages



https://rd-alliance.org/working-groups/data-citation-wg.html

Thank you!

https://rd-alliance.org/working-groups/data-citation-wg.html


The EU European Data 
Portal and the convergence
of government and industry

data sharing

12:00 – 12:10 
Gianfranco Cecconi, European Data Portal / Capgemini

Invent
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The EU European Data Portal and the 
convergence of public-private data sharing

ICT2018, Vienna, 5 December 2018
Gianfranco Cecconi
@EU_DataPortal

The Data Singularity is coming!



https://www.europeandataportal.eu



PUBLIS
HING

DISCOVERY

IMPACT

USE AND RE-USE

CREATION / C
OLLE

CTION

ACCESS



PUBLIS
HING

• eLearning
• Tailored support
• Promotion of DCAT-AP



PUBLIS
HING

• eLearning
• Tailored support
• Promotion of DCAT-AP

Lack of literacy 
and skills

Quality is not good enough

Who’s responsible for that?

OMGGDPR!

Licensing

What’s the business model?



DISCOVERY

• The portal itself!



DISCOVERY

• The portal itself!

Let me google that for you…







ACCESS

• Tailored support



ACCESS

• Tailored support

Terms and conditions

Download or API? 

Real time?

Where do I publish?
What data

format?

What data model??



USE AND RE-USE

• Public engagement
• Literacy development
• News, social media
• eLearning
• Tailored support



USE AND RE-USE

• Public engagement
• Literacy development
• News, social media
• eLearning
• Tailored support

How do we engage our 
“audience”?

Do we need to provide 

support, 

or any warranties?
On which channels?



• Research

• Documentation 

of outcomes and use cases

• Experimentation

IMPACT

European Data Portal, “Open Data Maturity in Europe 2018” report, 2018, 

https://www.europeandataportal.eu/sites/default/files/edp_landscaping_insight_report_n4_2018.pdf  



IMPACT

Impact: a marked effect or influence



IMPACT

Impact: a marked effect or influence

What’s the impact
thing again?

How do I 

measure it?

Do I actually need to do something?



Gianfranco Cecconi
gianfranco.cecconi@capgemini.com
@eu_dataportal

https://www.europeandataportal.eu



A global leader in consulting, technology services and digital transformation, Capgemini is at the forefront
of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the evolving world of cloud, digital
and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini
enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through an array of services from strategy to
operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction that the business value of technology comes from and
through people. It is a multicultural company of 200,000 team members in over 40 countries. The Group
reported 2017 global revenues of EUR 12.8 billion.

About Capgemini

Learn more about us at

www.capgemini.com

This presentation contains information that may be privileged or confidential and is the property 
of the Capgemini Group.

Copyright © 2018 Capgemini. All rights reserved.



Wrap-up 
& debate

12:10 – 12:15 
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RDA in a Nutshell
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RDA Global

Email - enquiries@rd-alliance.org
Web - www.rd-alliance.org
Twitter - @resdatall
LinkedIn -
www.linkedin.com/in/ResearchDataAlliance
Slideshare -
http://www.slideshare.net/ResearchDataAlliance

RDA Europe
Email - info@europe.rd-alliance.org
Twitter - @RDA_Europe

RDA US
Twitter - @RDA_US


